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Engineered Income Investing: Exclusive Premium Research

This is the internet. Each line represents the connection of 2 IP address points. the

clusters are each a nexus of these connections, connecting connections of
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connection points (such as urban area exchanges). In sum total, this is the major

part of our digitial world today. The clearest features (the white snow-globe

looking spheres) are probably the official authorative name servers that house the

offical ICAAN DNS name server tables holding the translation list from domain

names to the assigned IP address that hosts them.  Beyond that, clusters of

clusters are present in an almost organic looking matrix of interconnections

documenting the sum total of all internet traffic.

This is the battle ground on which the next war will be fought. Some say that war

is already quietly underway already.  It is also the battle field on which today's

business and commerce compete. Each point of contact is a nexus, each cluster of

nexuses is itself a nexus, the structure being fractile.

In the past, I have written about the key to domination of commerce in the future

not being e-commerce nor traditional retail and physical mortar and bricks.

Rather, I look to the points that connect these two faces of commerce as the true

winners for the future. I call those points connecting these two domains, "The

Nexus". Just as the '49er gold outfitters like Levi Strauss made far greater

fortunes than most of the miners themselves, companies forming The Nexus will

be the future kings of modern commerce.

  Google is clearly the dominant nexus for search traffic, putting seekers in touch

with what they seek.  In turn, Amazon is the digital mall of today, dominating

digitally connected consumers with goods and services it hosts and nexus contact

points to many others of the same or different products it does not deal in directly.

The success for companies in the future is to form strong attachments to large

players present at The Nexus or to become such players by leveraging their own

presence at The Nexus.  W. W. Grainger (GWW) is just such a company.

W. W. Grainger (GWW)

Market Price: $337.59

Dividend: $5.76 (1.71%) Ex-Dividend ~2/7/20

P/E Fair Value: $332.80

P/S Fair Value: $278.70

P/OpCashFlow FV: $303.60 +Live Chat
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W. W. Grainger Company (GWW) is a company at The Nexus which I identified

early and examine from time to time. When I first wrote about GWW 8/14/17 , it

was trading at 163.52, in a multiple year slow downward drifting trading channel.

Pundits were proclaiming Grainger to be doomed as another victim of the rise of

Amazon as the later began expansion into b2b commerce beyond consumer

retail.  I took a contrarian view, seeing Grainger already building at The Nexus and

positioned to become an important player there. History is proving me right.

Today, GWW shares trade at $337.59, in a strong rising channel, recently broken

out from sideways consolidation.

Prior Results:

The 8/14/17 opening research for GWW focused on an idea for writing puts using

the 32 day 9/15/15 $155.00 @ $1.75. These expired out of the money. Absolute

gain was 1.14% (13.03% annualized yield rate). An new  30 day put contract was

written on 9/20/17 for another  $1.70 premium. These also expired out of the

money. providing an average  13.05% annual yield rate to EII investors for the

combined 2 trades.  Sharply rising share values rose temporarily into bubble

territory and we turned our attention elsewhere after the October put expirations.

Current Outlook:

Grainger's e-sales are now at 60% of revenues. Growth in e-sales for 3rd quarter

2019 grew at 11.2%. The company continues to invest in expansion of

e-commerce, leveraging its global network of brick and mortar stores at The+Live Chat
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Nexus.

A look at cash flows and dividend health confirms that $688 million in combined

annual debt service, capital lease obligations, and dividend distributions is easily

covered by $851 million in free cash flow. That in turn is just a portion of available

discretionary cash flow represented by FFO of $1.554 Billion. It is rare to find a

company this strong.

Payout ratios in below 35% confirm dividend safety and sustainability, along with

lots of room to raise even if revenues and total earnings softer quite a bit.
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Examined on a per share basis, all metrics show solid and
rising values, confirming the company strength and ability
to weather economic volatility and headwinds when they
inevitably arise. Also notable is that very strong growth.

Fair Value Analysis & Appraisal:

The recent pull back from all time highs of $372.07 and consolidation below the

$320 level has placed GWW shares solidly back in bargain to fair value range.  

YDP fair value for the current $5.76 (1.71%) annual dividend distributions gives a

fair value of $342.86 based on historical yield average of 1.68%.

Traditional   financial ratio valuation metrics also agree within a broad range and

show good historical correlation to acutal trading price trends, providing values

from $279 to $333.  Overall, a fair value price of $330 to $343 is reasonable.
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Covered Option Writing Opportunities:

With shares trading in or below fair value range and technical trends showing

recent consolidation and base building at the $320 level, below fair value, it is a

good time to consider either a buy-write or focus on the near the money cash

secured puts. 

With the next ex-div ~ 2/7/20 and earnings call scheduled for 1/30/20,

consider writing the 60 day cash secured puts for 2/21/20 $310.00 @

$6.55 premium. This provides  a 13.13% annualized yield rate with

$33.43 of downside market protection and a potential $303.45 net entry

point.

More aggressive investors may want to consider a buy-write with market buy leg

at $336.75 and using the 60 day covered calls for 2/21/20 $370.00 @ $5.00

premium for a net debit of 331.75.  Annualized yield for this trade is then 5.47%.

Combined with the 1.71% dividend, total yearly rate is 7.18%. If called away, an

additional $38.25 (11.53%) intrinsic gain will be realized.

Those currently holding shares may wish to consider the 2/21/20 $370.00 @

$5.00 covered calls.
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Closing Thoughts:

Have a very happy Holiday season and prepare to prosper in the New Year.

It has been a pleasure to work with each of you through 2019 and I look forward

to our work together in 2020.

Richard

Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, but may initiate a long position in gww over the
next 72 hours. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation
for it. I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.

Comments (0)
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